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 I have installed ammeters in a few electric I have installed ammeters in a few electric 
cars using the voltage drop that occurs over cars using the voltage drop that occurs over 
a long cable when the high current feeding a long cable when the high current feeding 
the motor passes through it to drive a 1mA the motor passes through it to drive a 1mA 
ammeter ammeter 

 By using a clamp meter to measure the By using a clamp meter to measure the 
actual current and using resistors as shunts actual current and using resistors as shunts 
across the meter it can be calibrated to read across the meter it can be calibrated to read 
whatever value is required (e.g. Scale whatever value is required (e.g. Scale 
reading of 300Amps)reading of 300Amps)





 This has worked well for 72Volt and 96 Volt This has worked well for 72Volt and 96 Volt 
systems and does not require a power systems and does not require a power 
robbing shunt resistor in the main cablerobbing shunt resistor in the main cable

 At this point I must point out that this has At this point I must point out that this has 
been for analogue meters as they are much been for analogue meters as they are much 
easier to follow the variations in readings easier to follow the variations in readings 
while driving if one wants to use the while driving if one wants to use the 
ammeter as an economy gaugeammeter as an economy gauge

 Edwards new vehicle is much higher in Edwards new vehicle is much higher in 
voltage  (144V) so the voltage drop across voltage  (144V) so the voltage drop across 
the cable to the motor is much lessthe cable to the motor is much less



 The bottom line is that the voltage drop was The bottom line is that the voltage drop was 
so low it would not give a reading on the so low it would not give a reading on the 
1mA ammeter at all1mA ammeter at all

 I then began researching Hall Effect devices I then began researching Hall Effect devices 
which basically produce a variation in which basically produce a variation in 
voltage proportional to the magnetic field voltage proportional to the magnetic field 
that they are subjected tothat they are subjected to

 Luckily when a current flows through a wire it Luckily when a current flows through a wire it 
generates a magnetic field, larger current, generates a magnetic field, larger current, 
bigger field bigger field 



Circuit for AmmeterCircuit for Ammeter







 I have tested the unit on my electric mower I have tested the unit on my electric mower 
which draws about 100Amps and it worked which draws about 100Amps and it worked 
successfullysuccessfully

 The ammeter is about to be fitted to The ammeter is about to be fitted to 
Edwards carEdwards car


